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the experts in SAP technologies

Not Just Another Hosting Provider
Texperts, Inc. is an SAP Certified Hosting Partner, serving SAP clients, System  
Integrators and Consulting Firms in the Americas for over a decade. We are experts  
in VMware® -based hosting— an innovative, virtual approach that dramatically 
improves the efficiency and bottom line of your SAP Landscape. 

Working directly with our clients, our dedicated, experienced teams get to know 
your business inside and out, allowing us to develop hosting strategies and make 
recommendations that maximize business benefit. There are no cookie-cutter  
solutions here — every project is handled on an individual basis based on client 
needs and business objectives. Additionally, our services are customizable 
and budget-conscious, based on predictable cost models with options such as  
flexible Pay-As-You-Go terms. 

SAP Hosting Services
One of only 16 SAP Certified Hosting Partners in the U.S., Texperts specializes in SAP 
hosting on a dynamic hosting platform. 

Sandbox Hosting: For companies that want to try before they buy, or just need 
a “Sandbox” for a flat monthly fee. Perfect for evaluating a new SAP product  
version, or testing a 3rd party product or for training purposes.

Development Hosting: Allows SAP clients to take advantage of an outsourced 
hosting approach with a predictable cost model to do configuration, customizing 
and/or coding to either enhance functionality or explore new features.

Integration Hosting: For ISV’s and SAP System Integrators to develop their own 
custom code and interfaces to integrate with SAP.

Implementation Hosting:  Enables SAP clients and System Integrators to kick-
start an SAP implementation project completely independent of their internal 
processes and to break free of infrastructure constraints. 

Upgrade Hosting:  Traditional SAP Upgrades and optional use of Texperts’  
Utility Services featuring vUpgrade and vBreakFix-Path to accelerate SAP  
Upgrades and drastically reduce cost.

Production Hosting:  Contact us for Production Hosting Services information.

Highlights 
• SAP Certified Hosting Partner
• SAP Certified Consultants
• VMware Enterprise Partner
• VMware Authorized Consultant (VAC)
• Over 30 years SAP experience
• Small, dedicated project teams
• Predictable cost models 
• Pay-As-You-Go terms
• Cost-effective 
• Adaptive hosting platform
• Managed services 
• Accelerated SAP system copies
• SAP System roll forward/backward
• Change management
• Support desk

“As an SAP system integrator,  

The Baer Group needed a certified 

SAP Hosting Partner who could 

help us provide flexible, cost-

effective and faster to-market 

SAP implementations for our 

clients. We chose Texperts due 

to their revolutionary process of 

setting up SAP Landscapes, as it 

is unique in the SAP industry.”

— Harvey Baer, 
      CEO The Baer Group LLC.

Hosting for SAP®


